Each of our convenient GEPCO packs are designed to save you time so that you can do what you do best – care for your patient. Looking to customize your own surgical pack? To better equip your unique needs for surgery, the enclosed accessories can be added to any surgical pack. Contact your sales representative for customization options as well as the option to place a recurring order based on your monthly case load.

**General Accessories**

**Instrument Tray**
Description: 10”x12”

**Sponge Bowl**
Description: 8oz, 250mL
            16oz, 500mL
            32oz, 1000mL

**Light Handle Covers**
Description: Green (Universal)
            Blue (STERIS Lights)

**Irrigation Bulb Syringe**
Description: 60mL

**Suction Tube**
Description: 10’
            20’

**Suction Tip**
Description: Poole
            Yankauer with vent

**Cautery Pencil**
Description: 10ft. with Case Holder

**Cautery Scratch Pad**
Description: with Adhesive

**Irrigation Syringe**
Description: 6mL, LL
            12mL, LL
            20mL, LL

**Syringe**
Description: 6mL, LL
            12mL, LL
            20mL, LL

**Magnetic Needle Cover**
Description: 2” x 4.5”, with adhesive

**Scapel Blade**
Description: #15
            #10
**COHESIVE BANDAGE**
Description
4” x 5yd

**TOWELS**
Description
16” x 23”, Blue Cotton (Huck)
19” x 21”, Scrim Hand Towel

**YELLOW TYVEK SLEEVES**
Item # Description
1860TYSTV 2/Pk, 50/Case, with Tape Strip

**TAPE STRIPS**
Item # Description
8138PBST 3” x 16”, 2 Pack, 200/Case

Used to seal the glove and sleeve, helps prevent glove from slipping off.

**DRILL COVER**
Description
Impervious Laminated Spunlace

**TOWEL CLAMP**
Description
White Plastic

**SPONGES (MULTIPLES OF 10 OR 25)**
Description
4” x 4”, 16 Ply, Radiopaque
4” x 4”, NuGauze

**LAP SPONGE**
Description
12” x 12”, Radiopaque
18” x 18”, Radiopaque
36” x 36”, Radiopaque

**COHESIVE BANDAGE**
Description
4” x 5yd

**NEEDLE**
Description
22G x 1.5”
14G x 1”

**SHARPIE**
Description
Black, Fine Point Felt Tip
Orthopedic Accessories

COTTON STOCKINETTE
Description
3” x 36”, Single and Double Ply
4” x 36”, Single and Double Ply
6” x 36”, Single and Double Ply

Stockinette is useful for protecting extremities prior to splinting. Use as non-adhesive liner under a splint for small and large animals.

IMPERVIOUS STOCKINETTE
Item # Description
1648IMP 6” x 48”
1661IMP 8” x 48”
1662IMP 12” x 48”

Measured by diameter and length. 20/Case

Stretch Rubber Outer Barrier, Cotton Stockinette Interior.

Used in large and small animal surgery. In small animal hanging leg type surgeries, impervious stockinette is useful for maintaining the sterile field. Unlike porous types of material generally used in this procedure, sterile impervious stockinette protects against contamination and allows handling the leg for positioning.

IMPERVIOUS ORTHOLEGGING
Blue Tyvek with Stockinette Cuff
Item # Description
1301V 3” x 18” Ortholegging
1302V 4.5” x 23” Ortholegging
1303V 5” x 30” Ortholegging
1304V 7.5” x 43” Ortholegging
1305V 6” x 37” Ortholegging
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